Local Union of B&P Employees Called Largest of Its Type in New England

BY JOHN D'AMICO
Boasting three hundred members, the Technology section of Local 254 Building Service Employees Union has become, since its founding in 1965, the largest of some thirty affiliated union groups which have been organized in such institutions as Tufts, Radcliffe, Simmons, and Boston College. Though it does not include office or academic personnel, the group does represent a wide cross-section of Institute employees, including building and power workers, porters, janitors, electricians, and carpenters, to mention a few.

Affiliated with A.F. of L., Chairman at the five annual section meetings of the Technology group is John Manning, and chief of operations for the two thousand members of the A-F. of L. affiliated local is Business Manager Joseph L. McCarthy, rated as one of the top union representatives in New England.

Other prominent officials in the local are President Edward Sullivan and Union Organizer Joseph P. O'Donnell, who is now studying labor relations on a scholarship at Harvard University.

Closed Shop Practiced
Typical of friendly union-Industry relations is an agreed stipulation that any non-union man hired must join the union within one month. Through union efforts, fifteen Miles Falls, largest hydro-electric plant in the system, was only supplying 20% of its rated 100,000 kw and the other hydro plants were similarly operating at reduced power. As a result a large portion of the state than usual was dependent on the Edison Electric System.
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